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We have investigated the use of semi-classical trajectory1 methods to treat sub-barrier
heavy ion transfer reactions. To incorporate the complication of a non-isotropic inertia]
tensor but nevertheless exactly expressible over most of the space, we have selected for study
the case of collinear neutron-pair/transferring between two I6O nuclei. For the Hamiltonian
of thr system we have chosen a Gaussian attractive nuclear potential between dineutron
and oxygen with a well depth of 50 MeV and a width comparable to oxygen nuclear radius,
!•„. The nuclear interaction between the two oxygen nuclei was likewise chosen to be an
attractive Gaussian with a depth of 200 MeV and a width parameter equaling the sum
of two oxygen nuclear radii, while the Coulomb term was taken to be that between two
point-like '*O charges.

It was convenient to solve the equations of motion in terms of the normal coordinates
of the symmetric 3-body system, X for for the symmetric stretch, and Y for the asym-
metric stretch. The tunneling process can thus be represented by vibrationally oscillating
trajectory along the gently rising valley floor of the potential at 45° in the XY plane to
near the classical turning point, then travelling vertically along the Y axis to near the op-
posite classical turning point whereupon it proceeds outward along the -45° exit valley. To
keep the computation of this two-dimensional penetration simple with position coordinates
remaining real, we must start our trajectories at rest from the classical turning contour,
running in real time for connection to the initial condition and running in imaginary time
across the barrier to connect with outgoing channel at the -45° valley. We further make
the approximation, equivalent £o neglecting the recoil term, that the trajectory across the
barrier moves vertically along tBe Y axis and comes to rest at a symmetrical turning point.
From the real-time trajectories for various Yj values along the classical turning contour we
separate the translational energy from the vibrational energy at large separation. This
defines a set of initial conditions with the vibrational quantum number, n<, varying mono-
tonicaliy vs. Yj. Only those with integer n< are allowed quantum mechanically, and for
our system n,- has the value 2. The neutron pair penetrability can then be calculated as
P = eip(-2S/h), where S is the classical action integral across the barrier in imaginary time.

Our simple method can be extended to calculate inelastic transition rates using analytic
continuation techniques2; the complex root (initial phase) of the analytically continued
function for the outgoing quantum number, nf, is searched corresponding to the integer
value of nj in the exit channel, and is used to compute the complex classical action integral
along the real time trajectory from the analytic continuation of its function. Examples of
results from our calculation for the penetrability and transition rates will be given.
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